
WARMUP AND 
STRETCH GUIDE



MEDICAL DISCLAIMER 

This guide is for educational and informative purposes only and is not 

intended as medical or professional advice. Always consult your doctor 

before making any changes to your diet. The use of diet and nutrition 

to control metabolic disorders and disease is a very complicated 

science, and is not the purpose of this guide. The purpose of this guide 

is to help healthy people gain strength and lose weight by educating 

them in proper exercises, weight training and nutrition while using the 

Funk Roberts Spartan Training System.

No health claims are made for this guide. The nutrition and exercise 

guide will not help cure, heal, or correct any illness, metabolic disorder, 

or medical condition. The author is not a medical doctor, registered 

dietician, or clinical nutritionist; the author is a fitness and nutrition 

consultant. If you have diabetes, chronic hypertension, high blood 

cholesterol, cardiovascular disease, or any other medical condition 

or metabolic disorder requiring special nutritional considerations, we 

suggest you consult a health care professional with a clinical nutrition 

background (MD, RD) for your special nutrition program.

If you have been sedentary and are unaccustomed to vigorous 

exercise, you should NOT do this program and obtain your physician’s 

clearance before beginning any exercise program.  The author and 

publisher shall have neither liability nor responsibility to any person or 

entity with respect to any of the information contained in this manual. 

The user assumes all risk for any injury, loss or damage caused or 

alleged to be caused, directly or indirectly by using any information 

described herein.
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WARM UP AND STRETCH
GUIDE

INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the Spartan Warm Up and Stretching Guide.  

In this guide you I will address the importance of 

warming up before each Spartan Workout and 

stretching after you have conquered the 

workout.  Both warming up before and 

stretching after each workout will be instrumental 

in your staying injury free and performing at peak levels 

throughout the ten weeks and most importantly help in 

making sure you succeed at reaching your goals.

Many people tend to forget or leave stretching completely 

out of their training regimen.   But this missed component 

of training can hinder your progress.  In as little as 5-10 

minutes before and after your workout stretching is 

tremendously effective in its ability to reinforce proper 

muscle length and joint integrity.  Incorporating this on 

a daily basis can increase your flexibility and promote an 

injury free life.

In the STS Program, a warm up is done before a Spartan 

Workout and is usually 10 minutes of light calisthenics and a 

dynamic stretch routine that engages the entire body from 

head to toe.  It is done to increase your body temperature 

and get the blood circulating through your muscles.

The program also includes a post workout stretching 

routine that will ideally increase flexibility and help your 

body to recover, repair and get ready for the next workout 

session.

Incorporating both the warm up and stretch is essential to 

your success using the STS program.  Leaving this out of 

your training is a surefire way to end up out of the gym and 

on the injury shelf. 
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There are different types of stretches that can be used 

and not all are created equal. In the STS program we will 

be focusing on Dynamic Stretching before the workout 

and Static Stretching for after your workout.  I think 

it is still important to get a brief understanding of the 

different stretches that can be used.

DYNAMIC: involves controlled movements through a full range 

of motion by moving parts of your body and gradually increasing reach 

and speed of the movement.  Dynamic stretching improves flexibility 

and is done after a warm up to reduce the risk of injury.

STATIC: involves lengthening a muscle or muscle group to extend its 

range of motion and then holding it. These stretches are held steadily, 

stretching to the farthest point you comfortably can for between 20-60 

seconds. Static stretching needs to be performed when the muscle is 

warm and is done after the training or workout session.

BALLISTIC:  Ballistic stretching uses bouncing; rebounding and 

the momentum of a moving body or force the limb into an extended 

range of motion.  This is stretching, or “warming up”, by bouncing 

in and out of a stretched position, using the stretched muscles as 

a spring which pulls you out of the stretched position.  This type of 

stretching is very risky and should not be used without supervision of a 

knowledgeable trainer.

ACTIvE: this is stretching without an aid.  This is a type of static 

stretching; you stretch one muscle by contracting the opposing muscle. 

An active stretch is one where you assume a position and then hold it there with no 

assistance other than using the strength of your antagonist muscles.

PASSIvE: This is a type of static stretching that involves a partner that will assist 

in moving the limb into the new position. A passive stretch is one where you assume 

a position and hold it with some other part of your body, or with the assistance of a 

partner or some other apparatus.

ISOMETRIC: is a type of static stretch in which you tense a muscle in order to reduce 

tension in it. This involves the resistance of muscle groups through isometric contractions 

(tensing) of the stretched muscles.  The use of isometric stretching is one of the fastest 

ways to develop increased flexibility and is more effective than either passive stretching or 

active stretching alone. 

METHODS OF STRETCHES



PNF (PROPRIOCEPTIvE NEUROMUSCULAR FACILITATION): 
is a stretching technique that combines stretching and contracting the muscle.  PNF 

stretching is currently the fastest and most effective way known to increase static-

passive flexibility.  It is not really a type of stretching but is a technique of combining 

passive and isometric stretching (see section Isometric Stretching) in order to achieve 

maximum static flexibility.  

SPARTAN WARM UP ROUTINE 
 

Introduction 

Before beginning any of the Spartan Workouts your body must 

be prepared to handle the stress and intensity you will place on 

it.  Warming up your muscles as well as preparing your body 

for the hard work out is vital before any session.  Your body, 

joints and muscles take a bit of a beating each workout 

and if you are not prepared you will not have an effective 

workout or may sustain injuries.

The STS program has a two-part warm up.  The 

first are a set of light exercisers to get the blood 

flowing through your body and muscles warmed up. The 

second is a set of dynamic exercises to stretch the joints 

and entire body.  Studies have shown that performing an active 

warm-up prior to either training or physical activity can improve 

performance by as much as 6%!

 

 

Reasons to Warm Up 

• Helps to prevent injury

• Increase heart rate and blood flow to muscles and raise 

temperature which will improve strength and power

• Proper warm up increase flexibility and improve 

range of motion

• Increase the speed of the nervous system

• Mentally prepares you for workout

 

Spartan Dynamic Warm Up 

A proper warm-up is critical for optimal performance.  By using this warm up your 

flexibility is increased and joints strengthened and prepared to perform.  You will also 

improve your coordination.  Your warm up is about the quality if work so begin at a 

higher quality and lower intensity level.  The Spartan Dynamic warm-ups take 5 minutes. 

At first you may find it difficult to complete the routine but as you improve you will find it 

easier to get through. 
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The Dynamic warm up incorporates flexibility, co-ordination and balance along with 

muscle/joint awareness.  It starts from the ground up targeting the ankles, knees, hips 

and trunk. Once the body is primed and blood starts to flow we target the upper body, 

core, shoulder, elbows and wrists.   

Make sure to incorporate this warm up before all workouts and activities for maximum 

results, flexibility and help to stay injury free.  Below you will see the specifics of each 

routine including the drills, pictures, sequence and timing.

SPARTAN STRETCh ROUTINE

Introduction

Stretching is a form of physical exercise in which a 

specific skeletal muscle (or muscle group) is deliberately 

elongated, often by abduction from the torso, in order 

to improve the muscle’s felt elasticity and reaffirm 

comfortable muscle tone. The result is a feeling of 

increased muscle control, flexibility and range of motion. 

– Wikipedia - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stretching 

Stretching is extremely important for your recovery and 

over-looking can lead to injuries, soreness and decrease 

in workout performance.  Static stretching is a must-do 

not an option in the Spartan Training System Program in 

order for your sessions to be safe and productive; you must 

incorporate this after your workout.

The static stretch down routine performed after your session are complete, 

will help to relieve muscle soreness and return your muscles and tendons to their “pre-

training state”. It’s at this time that you should do your more focused stretching routine 

as well.  This will take 5-15 minutes after your session.

 

Benefits of Post Workout Stretch 

 

• Increases your muscle flexibility and growth

• Increase the range of motion in joints

• Helps to avoid injuries such as muscle pulls, sprains and tendinitis 

• Improves your coordination 

• Decreases tension in your muscles and joints and relax your body. 

• Enhance the oxygenation of muscle and its recovery. 

• Reduces the post-exercise DOMS (Delayed Onset Muscle Soreness) 
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Spartan Dynamic Warm Up #1 – 4 minutes 
 

Set your Gymboss Timer for 30 seconds intervals and perform each exercise one after 

the other for one round and follow up with the Dynamic Warm Up.

SPARTAN DYNAMIC
WARM UP  1

1 JUMPING JAckS

2 SEAL JAckS

3 POGO HOPS

4 FRONT AND BAck - SkIERS

5 SIDE TO SIDE

6 TWISTS

7 cROSSOVER JAckS

8 SIDE kNEE LIFTS

SPARTAN DYNAMIC WARM UP #1 EXERCISE LIST:

CLICK
HERE
TO VIEW
VIDEO!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g04Nz18FqkA 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g04Nz18FqkA 
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   JUMPING JACKS - Begin with your feet together and arms to your side. Jump 

your feet apart to the side, wider then shoulder width. Swing your arms overhead with 

your elbows straight and return to the initial position.  Land with soft knees and on the 

balls of your feet.

   SEAL JACKS – Begin with the feet together and the hands in front together at 

shoulder height.  Jump by splitting the feet apart and fully horizontally abducting the 

arms.  Return to the initial position.  Land with soft knees and on the balls of your feet.

   FIGhTERS STANCE /POGO hOPS – Begin by standing with legs straight 

and arms in fighter’s position.  Stay in this position and jump a couple of inches in the air. 

Repeat jumps as fast as possible.

1

2

3

SPARTAN DYNAMIC WARM UP #1

EXERCISE 
DESCRIPTIONS
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   FRONT AND BACK – SKIERS- Begin with right foot slightly forward and 

your left foot slight behind.  As you jump in the air, switch your feet slightly so that you 

land with your left foot forward and your right foot slightly behind. Repeat jumps and 

land with soft knees and on the ball of your feet.

   SIDE TO SIDE hOPS – Start with your feet together and arms by your side. 

Jump with both feet to your right and land softly with both feet and then immediately 

jump to your left with both feet. You will continue hopping side to side with both feet 

landing softly on the balls of your feet.

   TWISTS – Start with your feet together and arms by your side.  Jump straight up in 

the air and twist your body slightly to the right, when you land jump back up and twist 

your body slightly to the left 

4

5

6
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   SIDE KNEE LIFTS - Start with your feet shoulder width apart and arm sin 

fighters position.  As you jump straight in the air lift you left knee up to your hips and 

return your leg back down to the start position, as you jump again lift your right knee to 

your hip.  Return to your initial position and repeat.

7    CROSSOvER JACKS – Begin with your feet shoulder width apart and your 

arms   horizontal.  Jump so that your right leg crosses over the lefty and the arms cross 

at midline.  Return to the initial position and then reverse the arms and legs

8
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SPARTAN DYNAMIC
WARM UP  2

Spartan Dynamic Warm Up #2 – 4 minutes 
 

Set your Gymboss Timer for 30 seconds intervals and perform each exercise one after 

the other for one round and follow up with the Dynamic Warm Up.

1 JUMPING JAckS

2 SEAL JAckS

3 cROSSOVER JAckS

4 POGO HOPS (SkIPPING)

5 RUNNING ON THE SPOT

6 BODYWEIGHT SQUATS

7 HIGH kIckS - 5 PER SIDE

8 kNEE LIFTS - OPPOSITE kNEE TO ELBOW

SPARTAN DYNAMIC WARM UP #2 EXERCISE LIST:

CLICK
HERE
TO VIEW
VIDEO!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=llRriTn5SU8 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=llRriTn5SU8 
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   JUMPING JACKS1

   SEAL JACKS2

   CROSSOvER JACKS3

EXERCISE 
DESCRIPTIONS
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   SKIPPING4

   RUNNING ON ThE SPOT5

   BODYWEIGhT SqUATS6
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   hIGh KICKS7

   KNEE LIFTS8



8 cHEST BREAST STROkE

9 REVERSE STROkE

10 ELBOW cIRcLES

11 WRIST cIRcLES

12 FINGER WAVES

13 kNEE EXTENSION 
SQUATS

14 SIDE LUNGES

SPARTAN DYNAMIC
STRETCH

Spartan Dynamic Stretch – Perform after Dynamic Warm Up – 10 minutes

Set your Gymboss Timer for 30 seconds intervals and perform each exercise one after the other for one 

round and follow up with the Spartan Workout of the Day

1 TOE AND HEEL LIFTS

2 FOOT cIRcLES

3 kNEE cIRcLES

4 HIP cIRcLES

5 SPINAL ROTATIONS 
(SIDE TO SIDE SWINGS)

6 LATERAL SIDE FLEXION

7 ARM cIRcLES

SPARTAN DYNAMIC STRETCh EXERCISE LIST:
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CLICK
HERE
TO VIEW
VIDEO!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xbOxmQRi7fM 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xbOxmQRi7fM 


   TOE AND hEEL LIFTS – Standing tall with your chest up, left your heels off 

the ground and then rock back and lift your toes off the ground.  Go back and forth, 

keeping your balance and core tight.

   FOOT CIRCLES – Lift your right foot slightly off the ground, while keeping 

your balance on the left foot. With your core tight and chest up perform foot circles in a 

clockwise motion for 10 circles and then repeat for ten in the opposite direction.
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   KNEE CIRCLES - Lift your right leg off the ground and lift the knee so the leg 

creates a 90 degree angle at the hip.  While keeping your balance on the left foot, start 

to make circles in clockwise motion, keeping the knee still and making a stirring motion 

(like you are stirring the pot with the bottom of your leg) With your core tight and chest 

up perform foot circles

1

2

3

EXERCISE 
DESCRIPTIONS

SPARTAN DYNAMIC STRETCh:
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   hIP CIRCLES – Start with your body standing tall and feet shoulder width apart.  

Place your hands on your hips and move your hips slowly in a circular motion (clockwise) 

Move your hips only.

   SPINAL ROTATIONS (side to side swings) – Begin with your standing straight 

with your feet shoulder width apart.  Start by rotating your body (head and shoulders) 

to the right, while pivoting your toes and keeping your arms relaxed (like elastic bands).  

Then rotate your body to the left while pivoting your feet with relaxed arms and continue 

from side to side.

   LATERAL SIDE FLEXION – Standing straight with your feet shoulder width 

apart perform a side bend by extending your left arm up and over your head while 

leaning to your right, Reverse directions by extending your right arm up and leaning to 

your left.

4

5

6



   ARM CIRCLES – Extend your arms straight to the side at shoulder height.  With 

palms down, move both arms in a circular motion keeping them at shoulder height. As 

you continue move your arms, make the circles larger until your arms are extended over 

your head, making large circles. Repeat on the other direction with your palms up.

   ChEST BREAST STROKE – Start standing straight with your hands open and 

together at your chest.  Perform an extended breast stroke motion, toward the sky; bring 

your arms back and to the start position. 

   REvERSE STROKE – Standing straight with both arms to the side, slowly bring 

your left arm up, toward the sky, keeping it straight.  Once your arm is extended straight 

into the air over your head, continue to bring the arm back and while the arm is moving 

back, lift the right arm up moving it forward, just like a backstroke motion.
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7

8

9



   ELBOW CIRCLES – Start with your arms extended out to the side and hands 

clenched.  keeping your elbows at shoulder height and simultaneous draw two big 

circles.  Be sure your elbows fully flex and extend with each rotation.

   WRIST CIRCLES – clench your fists and place them in front of your chest, with 

elbows down, knuckles out and wrists slightly flexed.  Rotate your knuckles toward each 

other.  continue the rotation and then change directions.

   FINGER WAvES – Begin with your hands palm down, hands open and fingers 

spread. With hands extended wiggle fingers one at a time, starting with the index finger
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10

11

12
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   KNEE EXTENSION SqUATS – Standing straight with feet between your 

hip and shoulder width apart with toes pointing out.  keeping you head open and back 

straight, squat down, placing the palms of your hands on the ground between your feet.  

As you squat be sure to open your hips and shift your weight to your heels.  Ensure your 

knees track in the same direction of your toes.  Do not let your knees collapse inward; 

instead, press them outward when you squat.  keeping your hands on your toes, fully 

extend your legs and then return to squat position.

   SIDE LUNGES – Begin standing up with your feet spread wide (wider than 

shoulder width)  keep your chest open and back straight while moving your hips to the 

right and bend your right leg as you extend your left leg.  Let your weight transfer to 

your right heel. Pushing off your right heel, extend your right leg as your body shifts over 

to the left side. keep the toe of the extended leg on the ground.

13

14
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SPARTAN STRETCH
WORKOUT  1

Spartan Stretch Workout #1 – 5 minutes 
 

Set your Gymboss Timer for 30 seconds intervals. Perform each stretch and hold for 30 

seconds at end range for both the right and left sides. 

1 HIP/GLUTE STRETcH

2 HAMSTRING STRETcH

3 INNER THIGH STRETcH

4 LUNGE STRETcH

5 kNEES TO cHEST

6 kNEELING HAMSTRING STRETcH

7 kNEE TO cHEST

8 SPINE TWIST

9 cALF STRETcH

10 QUAD STRETcH

SPARTAN STRETCh WORKOUT #1 EXERCISE LIST:
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INNER ThIGh STRETCh
Sit on floor with feet pressed together.  

keeping abs in, lean forward until you feel a 

gentle stretch in your inner thighs.  

LUNGE STRETCh
In lunge position, rest back knee on the 

floor, with front knee at 90 degree angle, 

abs

3 4

hIP/GLUTE STRETCh
cross left  foot over right knee.  clasp hands 

behind right thigh and gently pull the leg in 

towards you, keeping upper body relaxed.  

Switch Legs

hAMSTRING STRETCh
Lie on floor with knees bent.  Straighten one 

leg and slowly pull it towards you, clasping the 

thigh, calf or ankle.  keep knee slightly bent. 

Switch legs.

1 2

EXERCISE 
DESCRIPTIONS

KNEES TO ChEST
Lying on the floor pull your knees into your 

chest and clasp your hands under your 

knees.  Gently press your hips to the floor.  

KNEELING hAMSTRING STRETCh
From above lunge position, slowly move 

backward until leg is slightly bent. Bend forward 

at the hip, keeping back flat until you feel gentle 

pull in the back of the leg. Switch legs.

5 6



KNEE TO ChEST
From above position, straighten one leg and 

pull the other knee into your chest until you 

feel a stretch in your hip.  Switch legs.

SPINE TWIST
Lying on the floor, place right foot on 

the left knee.  Using your left hand, 

gently pull your right knee towards the 

floor, twisting your spine and keeping 

left arm straight out, hips and shoulders 

on the floor.  Switch sides.

CALF STRETCh
On hands and knees, straighten your 

legs, but keep them slightly bent.  

Gently press one or both feet towards 

the floor, keeping back flat and abs in.

qUAD STRETCh
Lie down on your side using elbow for 

balance.  Using other arm, slowly pull 

your foot towards your glutes, keeping 

both knees together and bent knee 

pointing down.  Switch legs.

7

9

8

10
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SPARTAN STRETCH
WORKOUT  2

Spartan Stretch Workout #2 – LONG
 

Set your Gymboss Timer for 30 seconds intervals. Perform each stretch and hold for 30 

seconds at end range for both the right and left sides. 

1 FEET 

2 cALF

3 HAMSTRINGS

4 QUADS

5 ADDUcTOR/ABDUcTOR

6 HAMSTRINGS

7 GLUTE/HIP

8 LUMBAR/GLUTE

SPARTAN DYNAMIC WARM UP #1 EXERCISE LIST:

CLICK
HERE
TO VIEW
VIDEO!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wMSSupoCI8 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wMSSupoCI8 
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9 QUADS

10 GROIN

11 LAT STRETcH

12 ABDOMINAL STRETcH

13 GLUTE STRETcH

14 HAMSTRING STRETcH

15 GLUTE/LUMBAR STRETcH

16 SHOULDER STRETcH

17 TRIcEP STRETcH

18 cHEST STRETcH

19 NEck STRETcH
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EXERCISE 
DESCRIPTIONS

FEET – Ankle Roll – Standing straight with 

shoulder width apart, left your left foot onto 

the toes and perform circles on your toes.  

Ensure you stand tall with core tight

hAMSTRINGS – Standing Toe Touch – 

Stand with both feet together and knees 

straight.  Bend at the waist and touch your 

toes with your hands.

ADDUCTOR/ABDUCTOR – Side 

Stretch – Warrior Stretch

qUADS – Standing Quad Stretch – Stan 

don your left leg and bend your fight leg until 

you can grasp your right ankle behind you.  

Do not pull on your foot.  keep your calf and 

foot aligned under your hip.

hAMSTRINGS – Seated Toe Touch – Sit 

with your legs extended in front of you and 

together with your knees straight.  Extend 

your arms in front of you and bend at the 

waist to touch your hands to your toes.  Press 

your thighs toward the ground and keep your 

chest up.

CALF – calf Stretch – Stand about arm’s 

length from the wall and place palm against 

the wall at shoulder height.  Step back with 

your right foot, bending your left knee while 

keeping your right leg straight and right heel 

on the floor. keep your heel flat on the floor 

and your foot pointed to the wall.

3

5

4

6

1 2
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GLUTE/hIP – Seated cross Leg Glute and 

Hip Stretch – Sit with your left leg crossed 

over your right leg.  Put your right arm on 

your left leg and turn to your left, supporting 

yourself with your left hand.  Look to the rear 

– While stretching focus on your breathing 

lengthening the spine as you inhale and twist 

into the stretch as you exhale.

qUADS – Hurdle Stretch – Sit with your 

right leg bent to the side and your left leg 

extended in front of you.  Stretch forward and 

touch your toes of your left leg, keeping your 

toes pointing to the ceiling. Press your thigh 

to the ground and keep your chest up and 

back straight as you bend over.

LAT STRETCh – Downward Dog – kneel 

on your hands and knees and sink your 

buttocks onto your feet while pointing your 

toes underneath.  Slide your hands forward 

along the floor to increase the stretch.  Focus 

on pressing your low back straight down into 

the floor

LUMBAR/GLUTE – Lumbar Stretch – Lie 

on your back with your left foot flat on the 

floor and your right angle resting above your 

left knee. With both hands, pull your left leg 

toward you until you feel a stretch in your 

right thigh.  

GROIN – Groin Stretch/Butterfly stretch – 

Sitting with your chest out and back straight, 

bring the bottoms of your feet together and 

clasp them with your hands. Slowly lower 

your knees towards the ground as low as 

possible and hold the stretch

ABDOMINAL STRETCh – Upward 

Dog – Lie on your stomach with your hands in 

push up position.  Press your upper-body off 

the ground and fully extend your arms while 

looking upward.

7

9

11

8

10

12
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GLUTE STRETCh – Lying knee to chest 

– Lie on your back with your knees bent.  Pull 

your knees to your chest while your head 

stays to on the ground.

GLUTE/LUMBAR STRETCh – cross 

Body Stretch

TRICEPS STRETCh – Triceps Stretch 

– Raise your left arm above your head and 

bend at the elbow.  Press down on your 

elbow with your right hand.  You can also 

just grasp your hand and pull it with your 

opposite hand – Repeat with other hand.

hAMSTRING STRETCh – Lying 

Straight Leg Pull – Lying on your back, grasp 

the arch of your left foot with your left hand 

and pul toward your left shoulder.  If you 

cannot grasp with your foot, then use a towel 

or a belt.  Repeat with the other leg.

ShOULDER STRETCh – cross Body 

Shoulder Stretch – Put your left hand over 

your right shoulder and press your left elbow 

with your right hand.  Repeat with the left 

shoulder. 

ChEST STRETCh – chest Stretch – 

Stand with your left side to a wall or pole and 

reach back to place your left palm on the 

wall/pole.  Place your right arm behind you 

and turn to your right. Reaching your right 

hand toward the wall and looking over your 

right shoulder toward your left hand.- exhale 

as you twist.

13

15

14

16

18
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NECK STRETChES – Front, Side and Rotational Neck Stretch – Gently move your chin down 

toward your chest and up toward the ceiling.  – keep you head straight and turn to the left and right.

17


